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Does the Nile Flood?
BEFORE YOU READ:
SOUND SPELLINGS:  
The target sound spellings are Short U (uh) spelled OE - does and OO - flood, blood. 
Those two sound spellings are pretty rare, so it will be difficult to find other words that 
follow those two sound spellings.

SNAPWORDS®: LIST E: imagine, together LIST V: understand. 

SUFFIXES: ALLY words: finally, totally, especially, usually. LY words: yearly, barely. WARD 
words: northward, afterward, downward. See Sounds & Their Spelling Patterns, 3rd 
Edition, pp. 40, 134. The ALLY suffix means "making an adverb from an adjective." 
Ex: final (adjective) > finally (adverb). The WARD suffix means "specifies direction." 
Northward means going north; downward means going down. The LY suffix means           
"making an adverb from an adjective – how one does something." Ex: glad > gladly.

PREVIEW: Scan the story, searching for SnapWords®, suffixes, and sound spelling words.

WHILE YOU READ:
a. Ask the children to close their eyes and “see” the action as they read each page.
b. They may use scratch paper to record names of characters as you read.
c. Have them practice retelling the story to a partner.

AFTER YOU READ - COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
1. In which country is the Nile River found?
2. Does the Nile flood? Why? 
3. What stopped the flooding of the Nile River?
4. What were some changes that occurred when the Nile stopped flooding?

1. Egypt. 2. Yes. Heavy rains in Ethiopia filled a river with water that spilled into the Nile. 
3. The people built a dam to stop the flooding. 4. The soil is not as rich for planting. 
There are fewer fish. Now people build on the banks of the river. 
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I imagine that the Nile River is possibly 
one of the most famous rivers ever. The Nile 
is fed by two rivers: The White Nile and 
the Blue Nile. 
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Locally, people planted crops in the rich soil 
and fished the river for food.

That does sound good!

But then, in 1970, the High Aswan Dam 
was built and stopped the yearly flood! 
Afterward, the silt no longer flowed 
downward to cover the banks of the river. 
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